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About This Game

Gameplay Summary
Trace Vector is a high speed action arcade game with puzzle elements. Featuring a modern take on vector style graphics, Trace
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really fun game, seems to be best played with a controller, if you like the 80's beats you will really like this game.. Somewhat
nice looking, but boring as boring can be. Rewind should just get you back in time a bit, not back at the beginning of the level.
No saves between stages.. A really great game that wonderfully conveys its aesthetic. Great level design, good difficulty curve,
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fantastic presentation, great music, and a tightly defined scope make this an easy recommendation.. Different take on maze
games. A little slow paced, but relaxing.. A really great game that wonderfully conveys its aesthetic. Great level design, good
difficulty curve, fantastic presentation, great music, and a tightly defined scope make this an easy recommendation.. I like the
style but I didn't find the gameplay very captivating.. really fun game, seems to be best played with a controller, if you like the
80's beats you will really like this game.. An excellent throwback to '80's arcade machines, this game is fast, furious, and
/incredibly/ challenging. Not for the faint of heart, even veteran gamers will stopped dead without focus, practice, and very
quick reflexes. I highly recommend this intense audiovisual experience, but only if you think you're up for it. If you're not good
at twitch reflex and aren't willing to spend a long time practicing, this game is not for you.. Take a quick look at Trace Vector
here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBSYa3fTSEE&list=UUBnJUfvPCxGmbZEvHYEPoA
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